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Perhaps the most basic aspect of human behavior is "decision-
making"-the process of selecting between alternative, incompatible lines
of action. We make hundreds of such selections each day, both as
individuals and as members of collectivities. Some we consciously
recognize as decisions (for example, a female academic's choice of
whether to wear a skirt or pants to a professional conference), and others
we do not (for example, a male academic's resolution of this same
sartorial quandary). The premise behind theories of decision-making,
however, is that all of these choices share common behavioral
foundations. In other words, despite the wide variety of choices that we
confront, decision-making theories posit that people and groups select
among alternative lines of action in a limited number of relatively simple
and universal ways.'

Much of the sociology of law (like much of social science in general)
rests on certain implicit or explicit assumptions about how people make
decisions, and, in the sociolegal realm, about how people respond to the
law. This essay outlines what I see as the three leading perspectives on
decision-making and briefly explores the manifestations and implications
of each for the social scientific study of law. These perspectives are: (1)
"instrumental" or "rational choice" theories, which hold that decision-
makers2 act primarily on the basis of material self-interest; (2)
"normative" or "moral" theories, which hold that decision-makers act
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1. For overviews of the leading approaches to decision-making, see JAMES G.

MARCH, A PRIMER ON DECISION MAKING: How DECISIONS HAPPEN (1994); DECISION
MAKING: ALTERNATIVES TO RATIONAL CHOICE MODELS (Mary Zey ed., 1992); James
G. March, Decision Making Perspective: Decisions in Organizations and 77Teories of
Choice, in PERSPECTIVES ON ORGANIZATION DESIGN AND BEHAVIOR, 205, 205 (Andrew
H. Van de Ven & William F. Joyce eds., 1981).

2. 1 will use the term "decision-maker" to refer to any social entity endowed with
a capacity for coherent and consistent choice. Thus, in most settings, decision-makers
may include formal organizations, as well as natural persons. The mechanisms by which
organizations arrive at consistent collective decisions lie beyond the scope of the present
discussion. For an introduction to the relevant issues, however, see W. RICHARD SCOTT,
ORGANIZATIONS: RATIONAL, NATURAL, AND OPEN SYSTEMS 284-315 (3d ed. 1992).
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primarily on the basis of ingrained moral beliefs, even when doing so
conflicts with narrow self-interest; and (3) "cognitive" or "constitutive"
or "definitional" theories, which hold that decision-makers act primarily
on the basis of taken-for-granted roles and scripts, without consciously
exploring alternative possibilities at all. The instrumental approach
implies that responses to law reflect a calculated assessment of the
rewards and punishments embodied in legal sanctions; the normative
approach implies that responses to law reflect the internalization of social
norms and moral principles; and the cognitive approach implies that
responses to law reflect the ability of legal rules to define, constitute and
construct a shared reality in which certain behaviors become socially
nonsensical .'

I. THREE PERSPECTIVES ON DECISION-MAKING

A. Instrumental Models

Probably the best known and most widely adopted perspective on
decision-making is the rational/instrumental approach. As reflected in
classic rational choice analysis, this model enjoys nearly universal
devotion among economists, widespread popularity among sociologists,
and tacit acceptance among most lay-people, in their daily discourse about
decisions. Rational choice theory is, in short, our "culturally privileged
account"-it is, quite simply, how we are taught to decide and how we
are taught to understand the decisions of others."

3. I would like to state explicitly at the outset that I claim no great originality for
this analysis. All three of the decision-making models described here are well-represented
in the prior literature, although they have not often appeared together in a comparative
format. Consequently, my objective is merely to gather these three divergent images into
a single essay, to juxtapose them, and to describe their respective assumptions and
implications. With luck, this simple "compare and contrast" exercise may help to reduce
some of the misunderstandings that inevitably arise when partisans of the various camps
interact. In this enterprise, I am encouraged by the appearance of several analogous
syntheses in the organizational sociology literature. See, e.g., MARCH, supra note 1; W.
RICHARD SCOTT, INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS (1995); DECISION MAKING:
ALTERNATIVES TO RATIONAL CHOICE MODELS, supra note 1; Walter W. Powell & Paul
J. DiMaggio, Introduction, in THE NEW INSTITUTIONALISM IN ORGANIZATIONAL
ANALYSIS 1 (Walter W. Powell & Paul J. DiMaggio eds., 1991). Like organizations
theory, the field of sociolegal studies stands at an intersection of sociological and
economic pathways, and it, too, could benefit from a set of rudimentary signposts. For
related sociolegal discussions, see TOM R. TYLER, WHY PEOPLE OBEY THE LAW (1990);
Harold G. Grasmick & Robert J. Bursik, Jr., Conscience, Significant Others, and Rational
Choice: Extending the Deterrence Model, 24 LAW & SOC'Y REV. 837 (1990).

4. 1 do not intend to imply by this that rational choice theory is necessarily either
right or wrong; however, in assessing rational choice claims, it is certainly important to
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Economists have developed an extensive mathematical apparatus for
describing rational choice decision-making. Most readers are probably
at least passingly familiar with the elaborate conceptual architecture of
utility curves, indifference functions, budget constraints and the like, that
provides the foundation for modern microeconomics-and for economistic
forays into the realm of sociolegal analysis. At its core, however, the
rational choice approach boils down to a fairly simple four-step model:5

(1) What are my goals/preferences?
(2) What are my alternatives?
(3) What are the consequences of my alternatives for

achieving my goals?
(4) Choose the alternative that maximizes goal attainment.

Jim March has referred to this as a model of "consequential action," 6

because under it, people choose how to act based on a calculated
evaluation of the consequences of various strategies. Others have labeled
it "cost-benefit analysis," because for each line of action, the decision-
maker weighs the costs against the benefits and chooses the alternative
that maximizes the net return. Regardless, the underlying principle is the
same: decision-makers approach each choice-event in a conscious and
calculating way, seeking to identify as many alternative lines of action as
possible and to select the single line of action that most enhances the
decision-maker's own well-being.7

recognize that this account enjoys a cultural currency that the normative and cognitive
alternatives lack. See, e.g., Peter Abell, Is Rational Choice Theory a Rational Choice of
Theory?, in RATIONAL CHOICE THEORY: ADVOCACY AND CRITIQUE 183 (James S.
Coleman & Thomas J. Fararo eds., 1992); Peter Abell, The New Institutionalism and
Rational Choice Theory, in THE INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRUCTION OF ORGANIZATIONS:
INTERNATIONAL AND LONGITUDINAL STUDIES 3 (W. Richard Scott & Soren Christensen
eds., 1995).

5. This analysis is adapted from March, supra note 1, at 222.
6. Id.
7. I am intentionally defining the rational choice model in terms that are broad

enough to encompass not only classic microeconomic theory, but also more recent
approaches incorporating such phenomena as risk aversion, information costs and
subjective expectations. Although "bounded rationality" models, see JAMES G. MARCH
& HERBERT A. SIMON, ORGANIZATIONS 136-210 (1958), and "evolutionary economics",
see RICHARD R. NELSON & SIDNEY G. WINTER, AN EVOLUTIONARY THEORY OF

ECONOMIC CHANGE (1982), lie at the farthest frontiers of this terrain, most such
treatments fall closer to conventional instrumental models than to the normative or
cognitive alternatives. Nonetheless, in introducing the possibility that choice may be
driven by routines and schemata rather than by calculated strategies, both bounded
rationality and evolutionary economics take significant steps away from consequential
action and toward what March has termed "obligatory action." March, supra note 1, at
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It may be useful to consider briefly what the instrumental model
implies for the explanation and prediction of macroscopic regularities in
human behavior. An account of such "behavioral consistency" is an
important desideratum for any model of decision-making: since the
existence of behavioral consistency is a fairly well-established empirical
generalization, and since the prediction of future behavior is a fairly
reasonable theoretical objective, no model of decision-making could be
considered complete without at least a rudimentary account of how such
consistency arises. Why, in short, is human behavior not random?

In the case of rational choice theory, the answer to this question is
straightforward. Rational choice models tend to assume that people have
relatively simple (often biologically-driven) tastes: food, clothing, shelter,
wealth, sexual gratification, reproductive success, and so forth. For
convenience, these can all be reduced to the common metric of "utility."
Although people may differ in what gives them utility, rational choice
analysis assumes that individual differences will tend to wash out on
average, leaving behind a residue of basic physical needs. In the
aggregate, one can predict that people will generally act in ways that
maximize their material well-being.

While most rational choice analysts would readily acknowledge the
existence of nonmaterial and nonbiological utility, and while many would
disclaim the prediction of utility orderings altogether, from a theoretical
standpoint these acknowledgements and disclaimers are at best
disingenuous and at worst deceptive. In practice, rational choice analysis
will only "work" if the analyst knows her subjects' preferences prior to
(or apart from) her application of the model.8 This knowledge can come
either from empirical investigations or from theoretical assumptions.
Unfortunately, few rational choice analysts, particularly in the study of
law, actually measure utility independently of the behavior under
consideration. Most accounts instead treat preferences as self-evident and
universal, relying on the untested theoretical assumption that rational
actors will seek to gratify fundamental biological drives and, in a market
economy, to accumulate monetary wealth. If a few individuals depart
from these modal tendencies, the theory posits that they do not do so in
sufficient numbers or with sufficient regularity and cohesiveness to
influence macro-social events.9

222. The implications of this shift are discussed further, below.
8. Otherwise, she is left to infer "revealed preferences" from precisely the sorts

of consistent behavior that she hopes to explain. This places her in the uncomfortably
tautological position of arguing that consistencies in behavior reflect utility functions that
can only be determined by identifying consistencies in behavior.

9. It is important to reiterate that this account of rational choice theory describes
the tendencies of the existing literature,' not some logical imperative of the model itself.
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Thus, as a practical matter, the rational choice model predicts
aggregate behavior by assuming that people are selfish and materialistic.
If an activity is rewarded, people will do more of it, and if it is punished,
they will do less. Behaviors are consistent because tastes (on average) are
constant-and because incentive structures are either stable or specifiable.
To understand and predict social phenomena, one need only understand
the array of costs and benefits confronting each relevant rational actor.

B. From Consequence to Obligation

At first blush, the instrumentalist claim that human behavior is
essentially calculating and self-interested seems both natural and
reasonable. This is how our culture teaches us to talk about our own
decisions and to interpret the decisions of others. Consequential Action,
however, is not the only model of decision-making available, and most
honest and reflective readers would probably acknowledge that, in more
than a few instances, human behavior diverges significantly from the
rational choice paradigm. Instead of acting like utility maximizers, people
often seem to be following cultural rules-social roles and moral
principles-without much regard for personal material well-being.

This kind of behavior suggests a different four-step model of choice,
which March terms "Obligatory Action": °

(1) What kind of situation is this?
(2) What kind of person am I?
(3) What is appropriate for a person like me in a situation

like this?
(4) Do it.

Here, goals, strategies, consequences and maximization give way to
identities, contexts, roles and performance. In moving from rational self-
interest to scripted obligation, this alternative downplays people's
interests, preferences, and cost-benefit calculations. Instead, it
emphasizes how people form their identities, how people define and
categorize the situations in which they find themselves, and how people
learn their parts in the social drama.

One could, certainly, embrace a rational choice orientation while maintaining a legitimate
agnosticism about the contents of individuals' preferences, perhaps resolving the issue on
a case-by-case basis through careful empirical measurement. This is not, however, what
most rational choice theorists do today, and even if it were, it would not necessarily
obviate the relevance of other, nonrational, decision-making accounts.

10. March, supra note 1, at 222.
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This is not how we, as Americans, like to think of ourselves.
Steeped in the consequentialist ethic, we prefer to see our behaviors as
fully rational, well informed, thoughtful and even calculating-and the
"bigger" the decision, the stronger our allegiance to the rational
paradigm. In many cultures throughout history, however, people would
feel that something was profoundly wrong with anyone who engaged in
self-interested calculations over such issues as whom to marry and when;
what kind of work to do and how diligently to do it; and whether to obey
one's parents, one's priest, one's king. And even in America today, there
is reason to suspect that we, too, base many of our behaviors on cultural
roles and scripts-either because we feel that society's roles are morally
right, or because deviation from society's scripts would threaten the
stability and meaningfulness of our social world.

The following sections examine two distinct decision-making models
arising from the obligatory action tradition. The first is "normative" or
"moral" in its orientation, and the second is "cognitive," "constitutive"
or "definitional." While both differ sharply from the dominant
consequentialist perspective, they also differ significantly from each other.

C. Normative Models

Although the normative or moral decision-making model agrees with
rational choice theory's claim that people generally make conscious and
systematic decisions, it suggests that these decisions are not necessarily
self-interested. Rather than evaluating choices-according to the costs and
benefits to the actor, normative decision-making evaluates choices
according to the actor's ingrained moral values. Some lines of action are
embraced as "good," "proper," and "morally right," while others are
rejected as "evil," "improper," and "morally wrong." Of course, notions
of right and wrong may vary across individuals and situations; however,
the basic normative decision-making model holds that people rarely act in
ways that they, themselves, genuinely believe to be morally wrong at the
time that they are acting.

As a threshold test, one might ask whether such an account is even
remotely plausible. I suspect that many rational choice partisans would
answer in the negative and would dismiss the normative model out of
hand-either as the overly-romantic fantasy of utopian Pollyannas who
would deny the dark side of human nature, or as the overly-deterministic
rhetoric of sociological Rip Van Winkles who would portray human
beings as "cultural dopes."" A more impartial observer would have to

11. The term "cultural dope" derives from the work of Harold Garfinkel. E.g.,
HAROLD GARFINKEL, STUDIES IN ETHNOMETHODOLOoY 68 (1967). Garfinkel, however,
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acknowledge, however, that the claim that people never act in ways they
believe to be immoral is at least as plausible as the claim that people
never act in ways they believe to be against their material self-interests.
Both are certainly exaggerations, but each contains a kernel of truth.

Turning to the issue of behavioral consistency, it would appear at
first that the moral decision-making model should have more trouble
explaining observed regularities than does the instrumental model. If
people act on the basis of personal moral beliefs, why is behavior not
totally idiosyncratic? The normativist answer is that although individual
action reflects personal moral beliefs, individuals do not arrive at their
beliefs in a vacuum. Rather, the vast majority of one's beliefs come from
the social groups in which one is embedded. In any given social group,
an important aspect of group culture will be a set of rules-or
norms-about how various kinds of actors should behave in various kinds
of situations. Thus, the "personal morality" that drives normative
decision-making is largely, if not entirely, the internal projection of
socially-established mores, values and roles.

By implication, then, the roots of behavioral consistency lie in
society's ability to instill prevailing cultural norms into members' personal
value-systems. This socialization process forms the core of a sizable
body of sociological theory and research. Social groups employ a wide
range of social-psychological devices-including rewards and
punishments, emotional bonds, role models, moral explanations, and
cognitive dissonance processes-to get new members to "internalize"
group values. 12 As a consequence of such influences, group members
gradually come to share a common sense of right and wrong. Personal
morality, in other words, is formed in the mold of collective norms.

In short, the normative decision-making model predicts aggregate
behavior by assuming that people embrace and enact the moral values of
their society (or of the sub-societal collectivities to which they belong).
If society values a particular activity and inculcates that value into

is not a rational choice theorist himself, but instead stands closer to the "cognitive
decision-making" position discussed below. For a similar critique of the normative
model, see Dennis H. Wrong, The Oversocialized Conception of Man in Modern
Sociology, 26 AM. Soc. REV. 183 (1961).

12. It is worth noting that the socialization model, like the rational choice model,
gives a prominent place to social sanctions. Indeed, socialization may involve extensive
sanctioning activity, both as a form of punishment and as a source of moral examples.
The difference between the instrumental and normative view of sanctions is that the
former holds that externally-imposed incentives drive cost-benefit analysis in an ongoing
way, whereas the latter holds that once an individual has internalized the relevant cultural
values, continued sanctions are no longer necessary. Thus, in the instrumental view,
sanctions exert a direct impact on decision-making, whereas in the normative view,
sanctions operate primarily through the intervening mechanism of internalized values.
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people's moral sentiments, they will do more of it; if society decries the
activity, they will do less. Behaviors are consistent because individuals
have internalized collective norms as deep-seated personality structures.
To understand and predict social phenomena, one need only to understand
these norms and the personal moralities that they imply.

D. Cognitive Models

The third view of decision-making might be called the cognitive or
constitutive or definitional approach. Both the newest and least common
of the three perspectives," the cognitive/constitutive/definitional tradition
highlights the role of tacit cultural assumptions in framing behavior at a
preconscious level. Whereas instrumental and normative approaches
focus on conscious decisions, cognitive models emphasize the choices that
we make without ever noticing. Often, certain lines of action simply
seem obvious, natural or necessary as part of "the way the world works."
Given this, the most important determinants of decision-making may be
neither costs and benefits nor moral principles, but rather, the taken-for-
granted cultural categories, definitions and accounts that help us to make
sense of our lives. 14

Cognitive decision-making fits within the larger obligatory action
framework; however, the cognitive perspective highlights different parts
of the process than do more normative treatments. While questions of

13. Some of the leading textbooks in sociolegal studies omit this camp entirely,
see, e.g., LAW & SOCIETY: READINGS ON THE SOCIAL STUDY OF LAW (Stewart Macaulay
et. al. eds., 1995), while others allude to the constitutive role of law without ever
explaining how this conceptualization differs from more conventional rational and moral
imageries, see, e.g., THE POLITICS OF LAW: A PROORESSIVE CRITIQUE (David Kairys
ed., 1982). As a result, researchers often invoke the claim that "law constitutes society"
as much to symbolize their participation in a particular intellectual community as to
convey a specific set of causal arguments to a general readership. In light of these
tendencies in the existing literature, the present essay is motivated largely by a desire to
explicate the cognitive/constitutive/definitional model in relatively unmystical
terms-thereby placing it on a more equal footing with the instrumental and normative
alternatives.

14. A brief terminological note is perhaps in order here. To a reader unfamiliar
with this literature, the label "cognitive" might seem to be an odd appellation for a set of
theories that downplay the importance of conscious choice. This terminology, however,
stems from the tradition's roots in cognitive psychology and, particularly, in the study of
how taken-for-granted schemata frame our ability to think about (or "cognize") our world.
The essential claim is that cultural organizing principles channel cognition and that this
channeling, in turn, constrains the scope of behavioral choice-much as the banks of a
river constrain the scope of the water's hydrodynamic eddies. The alternative labels,
.constitutive" and "definitional," emphasize the ability of such cognition-shaping rule
systems to constitute and define the nature of social interactions. "
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role ("What does a person like me do in a situation like this?") are often
morally-grounded, logically-prior questions of identity ("What kind of
person am I?") and context ("What kind of situation is this?") are
fundamentally definitional. Moreover, even roles can take on a cognitive
slant, if one focusses less on the moral valuation of particular behaviors,
and more on the scriptedness of standard routines. In a sense, cognitive
and normative models explore opposite halves of the is/ought dichotomy:
normative models emphasize the "hot" cultural process of determining
right and wrong, while cognitive models emphasize the "cool" cultural
process of construing the meaning of an ambiguous social reality.

For example, imagine that one finds oneself confronted by a large
bag of coins sitting in the open door of an unattended armored car. An
instrumental account would emphasize the mental calculus of appraising
the value of the coins, assessing the probability of successfully
appropriating them, and estimating the certainty and severity of
punishment. A normative account, too, would emphasize conscious
mental reactions, but instead of focusing on the weighing of costs and
benefits, it would focus on one's internal moral dialogue about the
propriety of theft, the justificatory power of personal or familial need, and
the (im)morality of concentrated wealth. In contrast to both of these
renditions, a cognitive account would highlight the many ways in which
taken-for-granted cultural rules and definitions constitute both the dilemma
and its resolution. Although one might not consciously "decide" whether
to treat the coins as valuable, or as property capable of being stolen, these
cognitive assumptions are necessarily embedded in the instrumental and
normative considerations delineated above. If one doubts this, one need
only replay the scenario, replacing the coins with shells on a deserted
beach.

Similarly, consider a decision about whether to marry one's mother's
sister-in-law's cousin. While one might consciously weigh the certainty
and severity of legal sanctions and ponder the moral rectitude of an
incestuous union, the most basic consideration is actually the definitional
issue of whether marriage to one's mother's sister-in-law's cousin
constitutes "incest" in the first place. 5 This cultural definition affects
what such a marriage means-both to oneself and to one's community.
Once this question of meaning is resolved, the decision itself becomes
almost automatic. 6

15. Some cultures would say yes, and others would say no. For a description of
historical shifts in the status of cousin marriage in America, see MARTIN OTrENHEIMER,
FORBIDDEN RELATIVES: THE AMERICAN MYTH OF COUSIN MARRIAGE 19-41 (1996).

16. Cf PETER L. BERGER & THOMAS LUCKMANN, THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION
OF REALITY: A TREATISE IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE 52-53 (1966) ("[The incest
taboo itself is nothing but the negative side of an assemblage of typifications, which define
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In sum, the cognitive approach to decision-making focuses on the
typologies, scripts and organizing assumptions that establish socially
agreed-upon meanings for inherently ambiguous events. Its central
contention is that people are essentially meaning-driven. Faced with a
potentially confusing and ambiguous world, we construct cultural
categories that impose method and coherence on our experiences and
interactions. We then structure our behavior around these categories, to
avoid disrupting our tacit agreements about who we are and what we are
doing. Decision-making traces the contours of this cultural armature.

Within this perspective, analysts explain behavioral consistency by
arguing that meaning systems and definitional structures cannot be
individual products. Rather, they must be produced collectively-or
"socially constructed." Moreover, although all members of society may
tacitly collaborate in this task, any given individual will experience the
resulting constructs as comprising an objective external reality, largely
independent of his or her activities. Thus, through a process of
"reification," we come to see inherently social artifacts as natural objects,
with fact-like properties beyond our control. Classic examples of such
reified constructs include the rules of English grammar, the days of the
week, and the positions on a baseball team. To dedicated social
constructionists, however, the dynamic extends well beyond these
uncontroversial instances. Inflation is constructed by the Consumer Price
Index; mental illness is constructed by the DSM IV; television viewership
is constructed by the Nielsen ratings; business organizations are
constructed by corporations law. Each of these social artifacts presents
itself as merely documenting a true and objective reality, yet one could
argue that the documented phenomena only become real when we set up
our lives around the assumption that we will all treat them as real.17

In short, cognitivists argue that human behaviors are consistent
because people work very hard to make them consistent. Inconsistency
would threaten the comprehensibility of our social world, and so we seek
out the rules of the game (both tacitly and explicitly), and then we
structure our behaviors around them. The more people do this, the more
"real" the rules seem, and the more "obvious" it becomes that these rules
are simply factual restatements of the way the world works.18

in the first place which sexual conduct is incestuous and which is not.").
17. GARFINKEL, supra note 11, at 78.

18. Another way to see this is to invoke what is often referred to as the
"dramaturgical metaphor": social life is a giant stage play. Although it may start as
improvisation, over time it becomes increasingly well-known and taken for granted. By
the time most members of society reach adulthood, they are at least passingly familiar
with the story line, the parts and most of the script. Because knowledge of the play is so
widely shared, everyone knows what to expect in any given scene, and everyone can play
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II. IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIOLEGAL STUDIES

As one might expect, given their divergent orientations, each
perspective on decision-making carries a number of distinctive
implications for the social scientific study of law. To illustrate, it may be
useful to examine a central sociolegal application of the three decision-
making models: "legal compliance"-or, as Tom Tyler has put it, the
question of "why people obey the law." 9 Legal compliance falls within
the purview of all three theoretical perspectives. Not surprisingly,
however, what these perspectives see depends dramatically on where they
look.

A. Instrumental Accounts of Compliance

Simply put, the instrumental model predicts that people will obey the
law when they think that obedience is in their self-interest, and disobey
when they think that obedience is against their self-interest.
Consequently, in order to maintain compliance, the legal system must
contain "sanctions" (or penalties) against those illegal activities which are,
in themselves, rewarding. Under the tenets of rational choice theory, if
there were no. punishments involved, we would all rob banks, park our
cars in "handicapped" spaces, kill our enemies, and renege on our
contracts. Indeed, according to this view, the fact that some collectively-
undesirable activities are, in themselves, rewarding to the individuals who
engage in them supplies the primary justification for constructing a legal
system in the first place. Law exists to bring individual incentives into
alignment with collective purposes.'

The claim that people obey the law primarily in response to the
threat of sanctions represents the central tenet of classical deterrence
theory.2' Recent work in this tradition has further predicted that illegal

a large number of parts well enough to get by. The only threat to a smooth production
lies in the possibility that one or another of the actors might be confused about which
scene he or she is to perform or about which role he or she is to play. So society has
developed special rituals to set the scene, and to cast the parts. Once this has been done,
the actors can simply employ their common-sense knowledge to put on a show. See
ERvING GOFFMAN, THE PRESENTATION OF SELF IN EVERYDAY LIFE (1959).

19. TYLER, supra'note 3.
20. The instrumental decision-making model is agnostic about whether such

"collective purposes" are the purposes of society as a whole, or merely of some dominant
subgroup. Economic treatments (especially on the right) tend to favor the former
assumption, while sociological treatments (especially on the left) tend to favor the latter.

21. See, e.g., Jack P. Gibbs, Deterrence Theory and Research, in THE LAW As
A BEHAVIORAL INSTRUMENT: NEBRASKA SYMPOSIUM ON MOTIVATION, 1985, at 87 (Gary
B. Melton ed., 1986).
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activity should be most common for those actors who, among other
things: (a) have low probabilities of apprehension; (b) have low
opportunity costs of apprehension, due to low investments in conventional
ways of life; (c) experience legal punishments as either objectively or
subjectively less aversive; and (d) have short time horizons (or high time-
discount rates). '  Regardless of the specifics of particular models,
however, instrumental accounts of compliance focus on the balance
between legal penalties and the inherent rewards of illegal activity,
arguing that in order to deter illegality, the legal system must apply
sanctions that are sufficiently certain and severe to make the expected
costs of violation outweigh the expected benefits.'

B. Normative Accounts of Compliance

In recent years, deterrence theory has become so nearly hegemonic
(especially within the law and economics movement) that one could easily
forget that other models of legal compliance exist. But normative and
cognitive models offer their own accounts of why people obey the law,
and these entail quite different understandings of the roots of obedience
and violation. Of the two obligatory action perspectives, the normative
explanation is the more obvious. Although it is not currently trendy to
adduce moral sources of legal compliance, the normative tradition is
deeply ingrained in the fundamental tropes of legal life; after all, we often
talk about law in highly morally-charged terms, such as "guilt,"
"innocence," "violation," "justice," "duty," and so on. In practice, the
core normativist proposition-that people act in accordance with their
moral beliefs-enters into the study of legal compliance in at least three
ways, which I will call "the direct effects of morality," "the indirect
effects of morality," and the "mediating effects of morality,"
respectively.'

22. See, e.g., TRAVIS HIRSCHI, CAUSES OF DELINQUENCY (1969); JAMES Q.

WILSON & RICHARD J. HERRNSTEIN, CRIME AND HUMAN NATURE (1985).
23. Empirical research generally supports the existence of deterrent effects. See

e.g., Gibbs, supra note 21; Charles R. Tittle & Alan R. Rowe, Moral Appeal, Sanction
Threat, and Deviance: An Experimental Test, 20 SOC. PROBS. 488 (1973). The evidence
is not uniformly positive, however. See Raymond Paternoster & Sally Simpson, Sanction
Threat and Appeals to Morality: Testing a Rational Choice Model of Corporate Crime, 30
LAW & SoC'Y REV. 549, 551 (1996) ("[Mlost empirical studies have found either no or
very weak and conditional support for the deterrence of corporate crime."). For a
similarly skeptical review, see TYLER, supra note 3.

24. In what is arguably the leading presentation of the normativist view, Tyler
identifies two, not three types of normative explanation-corresponding to what I am
calling the direct effects and the indirect effects of morality. TYLER, supra note 3. To
some extent, Tyler splits my third model across his two categories, placing the declaratory

486
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Perhaps most simply, one could argue that people obey the law
because their personal moral beliefs agree with the substantive commands
of the law. In other words, personal morality directly shapes behavior,
and when morality and law concur, people behave in ways that comply
with the law. For example, because most of us experience intense moral
revulsion at the thought of engaging in cannibalism, violations of anti-
cannibalism laws are rare-and probably would remain rare even if the
attendant legal sanctions were dramatically reduced. Empirical evidence
suggests that such "direct" effects of morality can be a powerful source
of law-abiding behavior, with moral endorsement of substantive legal
principles accounting for roughly twenty percent of the variance in
compliance.

It is perhaps worth noting, however, that "compliance" is a bit of a
misnomer here, because the "direct effects of morality" model sees law
as something of an epiphenomenon: societal norms may simultaneously
produce legislation (through the impact of norms on public policy) and
individual behavior (through the impact of norms on personal morality),
but the correlation between legislation and behavior is spurious, not
causal. As a result, personal morality can be a double-edged sword. It
may agree with the law and therefore promote compliance, or it may
disagree with the law and therefore promote principled resistance.'
Indeed, the existence of idiosyncratically-socialized (or morally
innovative) individuals and normatively-divergent subcultures provides
one of the primary normativist explanations for "deviant" behavior:
lawbreakers may be neither amoral nor self-serving; they may simply be
marching to a different moral drummer.' Consequently, the primary
policy recommendation stemming from the direct-effects model is that
public authorities should devote considerable energy to moral suasion,
rather than to either legislation or enforcement. If people follow
conscience rather than law, then altering public beliefs through
sermonizing and jaw-boning may have a larger behavioral impact than
passing new laws or imposing new penalties.27

effects of law into his "legitimate authority" model and placing legally-inspired values into
his "personal morality" model. Id.

25. Id. at 37 tbl.3.3.
26. "1 think we should be men first, and subjects afterward. It is not desirable

to cultivate a respect for the law, so much as for the right. The only obligation which I
have a right to assume is to do at any time what I think right." HENRY DAVID THOREAU,
Civil Disobedience, in WALPEN AND OTHER WRITINGS BY HENRY DAVID THOREAU 85,
86 (Joseph Wood Krutch ed., 1981) (1849).

27. See, e.g., Richard D. Schwartz & Sonja Orleans, On Legal Sanctions, 34 U.
CHI. L. REV. 274 (1967) (employing a clever "field experiment" to test the effect of
sanction threats and appeals to conscience on truthfulness on tax returns, and finding that
appeals to conscience led to greater increases in reported income).
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A second normative decision-making model suggests, however, that
authorities may also win compliance through an appeal to the broader
legitimacy of the legal system, without necessarily convincing the public
that each law is morally right in all its particulars. In this view, the
effects of morality on compliance are largely indirect, via the intervening
belief that one should obey legal authorities, in general, whatever their
substantive commands. Empirical research confirms the pervasive impact
of such "authority effects." In opinion surveys, seventy to ninety percent
of American adults endorse the view that laws should be obeyed
regardless of personal beliefs,' and in laboratory experiments, subjects
readily obey the commands of authority figures, even when those
commands are indisputably immoral." Moreover, the absence of
legitimacy appears to lead not only to noncompliance, but also to more
concerted noncompliance;" people seem impelled to repudiate and
punish regimes that they find morally unacceptable. All told, the
legitimacy of legal authorities probably explains between fifteen and
twenty percent of the observed variance in legal compliance.3

From a policy standpoint, the central challenge stemming from this
"indirect effects of morality" model is to determine why people see legal
authorities as legitimate-that is, as morally worthy of obedience. It is
worth noting that such concerns link the normativist literature on legal
compliance with the related literature on distributive and procedural
justice. 2 If legal legitimacy rests on the perceived justness of the justice
system, then authorities can arguably enhance compliance by providing
outcomes that citizens consider equitable, through procedures that citizens
consider fair.33 Further, as Tyler has noted, given that the criteria of
substantive morality seem to vary more dramatically across demographic
sub-groups than do the criteria of procedural justice, the stability of the
legal order in a pluralistic society may depend particularly heavily on the
system's ability to establish its legitimacy through procedural means."

28. TYLER, supra note 3, at 45 tbl.4.3 & 46 tbl.4.4.
29. See STANLEY MILORAM, OBEDIENCE TO AUTHORITY: AN EXPERIMENTAL

VIEw 188-89 (1974).
30. TOM R. TYLER & E. ALLAN LIND, THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF

PROCEDURAL JUSTICE 79 (1988) (construing Tom R. Tyler, Why Citizens Follow the
Law: Procedural Justice, Legitimacy and Compliance (1987) (unpublished manuscript, on
file at Northwestern University)).

31. TYLER, supra note 3, at 59 tbl.5.1.
32. Compare TYLER, supra note 3 (discussing the role of procedural justice in

generating legitimacy), with TYLER & LIND, supra note 30 (discussing the role of
legitimacy in generating compliance).

33. TYLER & LIND, supra note 30, at 175-87.
34. See TYLER, supra note 3; TYLER & LIND, supra note 30, at 76-81.
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Finally, a third way to use the normative decision-making model to
explain compliance is by arguing that laws often play an active role in
shaping the public's moral beliefs and that these beliefs, in turn, generate
law-abiding behavior. In this rendition, personal morality mediates
between legal enactments and compliant behaviors, transmitting the moral
messages of the law into individual decision-making. As in the direct-
effects model, the proximate determinant of behavior is personal morality,
but this morality is no longer assumed to be independent of legal
pronouncements. Indeed, far from seeing legislation and law enforcement
as alternatives to moral suasion, this view suggests that they may serve
as crucial instruments of moral suasion, symbolically proclaiming
society's central moral principles.35 While conclusive empirical evidence
on such "declaratory" or "educative" effects remains sparse, the existing
research is generally supportive.' Certainly, the assumption that legal
declarations can change morality motivates much of the public debate over
"hot button" topics ranging from pornography to recycling to needle-
exchange programs-generally becoming more salient as the likelihood of
systemic enforcement declines.

Like the "indirect effects of morality" argument, the "mediating
effects" position emphasizes the policy-relevance of legal legitimacy. In
this case, however, legitimacy serves less to make the legal system
worthy of obedience than to make, it credible and persuasive. Cynics
often deride "symbolic" legal gestures; however, if the public sees law
as a valid statement of collective morality, then legal symbols may have
at least as much social impact as other elements of moral discourse, such
as sermons, advertising, teach-ins or civil disobedience." Further, in
contrast to the other two normativist accounts, the "mediating effects of
morality" argument suggests a potentially significant role for legal
sanctions: in at least some instances, the nature, severity and publicity of
sanctioning activity may effectively symbolize societal outrage, even when
the sanctions involved are too rare, too haphazard or too bizarre to serve
as rational deterrents.38 Moreover, by shaping widely-shared moral

35. Marc Galanter & Mia Cahill, "Most Cases Settle ": Judicial Promotion and
Regulation of Settlements, 46 STAN. L. REV. 1339 (1994).

36. E.g., Leonard Berkowitz & Nigel Walker, Laws and Moral Judgments, 30
SOCIOMETRY 410 (1967) (reporting that respondents are more likely to express moral
disapproval for certain behaviors after being informed that those behaviors are illegal);
see also, Schwartz & Orleans, supra note 27(finding that respondents who were informed
of the legal penalties for tax evasion were more likely than a control group to
subsequently express moral motives for tax compliance).

37. Cf. Joseph R. Gusfield, Moral Passage: The Symbolic Process in Public
Designations of Deviance, 15 Soc. PROBS. 175 (1967).

38. MICHEL FOUCAULT, DISCIPLINE & PUNISH: THE BIRTH OF THE PRISON (Alan

Sheridan trans., 1979). Of course, excessively awkward, brutal or indiscriminate
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beliefs, legal events may exert symbolic effects on kindred activities
outside the law's explicit coverage.39 Thus, although the role of law as
an element of moral discourse may be difficult to measure or to calibrate,
it arguably represents a point of significant legal leverage on the larger
social order.

C. Cognitive Accounts of Compliance

As the previous paragraphs demonstrate, there is good reason to
believe that moral beliefs exert a substantial effect on legal behavior,
perhaps as much as material self-interest. There is, however, a second
nonrational account of legal behavior still to be considered. If, as
cognitivists would have it, all the world is a stage and all the people but
players,' law may affect behavior primarily by serving as bard, chorus,
and director for this social drama-writing the script, setting the scene
and casting the parts. In other words, law's deterrent impact in imposing
incentives and law's declaratory impact in proclaiming morality may pale
by comparison to law's constitutive impact in "framing" social action and
"labeling" social actors. In this view, law influences behavior by
identifying which sorts of reified objects and relations make up our social
world; by explicating how those objects and relations are socially expected
to behave; and by assigning specific real world entities, events and
processes to the various available cultural categories. Law, for example,
institutionalizes the definition of whether a marriage is incestuous,
whether a slip of paper is legal tender, whether an object is private
property, and whether a person is an employee. In so doing, law helps
to constitute each of these items as a "social fact."4' In this view, the
law obtains compliance42 in at least three ways: as a sense-making

sanctions may backfire by sending the symbolic message that the law reflects the moral
sensibilities only of evildoers, butchers and tyrants. The potential for luring legal
authorities into such delegitimating responses underlies the political effectiveness of what
Martin Luther King, Jr. labeled "non-violent direct action."

39. Lauren B. Edelman, LegalEnvironmentsand OrganizationalGovernance: The
Expansion of Due Process in the American Workplace, 95 AM. J. Soc. 1401 (1990)
(finding that the normative effects of equal employment opportunity law influenced even
firms that were exempt from official statutory mandates).

40. See supra note 18; see also WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, As You LIKE IT act 2,
se. 7.

41. EMILE DURKHEIM, THE RULES OF SOCIOLOGICAL METHOD (George E.G.
Catlin ed. & Sarah A. Solovay & John H. Mueller trans., 8th ed. 1938).

42. Once again, "compliance" may be a bit of a misnomer. Since cognitive
models emphasize the preconscious impact of taken-for-granted cognitive scripts, the focal
issue is less how people "decide" whether or not to comply with the law, than how law
shapes behavior independent of such conscious decisions.
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discourse, as a set of labeling rituals, and as a collection of taken-for-
granted social groundrules.

As a sense-making discourse,43 legal events contribute to a larger
cultural exchange in which participants mobilize various symbols and
gestures-including legal gestures such as legislation and court rulings-
to bring cognitive order to ambiguous social situations. Public hearings
(whether legislative, administrative or judicial) offer the clearest example.
By reducing complex events to dramatic set-pieces, these legal ceremonies
provide streamlined simulacra of social reality," simultaneously
spotlighting contentious definitional debates and framing the search for
relevant solutions. In various historical periods, the courts (and news
coverage of the courts) have been full of such sense-making activity,
regarding issues as diverse as whether political campaign contributions are
speech or action;' whether emotional distress is a compensable personal
injury;' whether workplace pornography constitutes sexual
harassment;4" and whether surrogate motherhood amounts to a service
contract, an indentured servitude or an instance of baby-selling.4 Thus,
one way in which the legal system shapes behavior is by hammering out
the "story line" that society subsequently enacts in the performances of
daily life.

Even if society faces no ambiguous or unexpected events that demand
large-scale sense-making, it may still face numerous instances in which
specific roles need to be filled and multiple candidates are available to fill
them. In such instances, legal institutions often either directly provide or
indirectly certify the sorting process. Thus, beyond its sense-making
capacity, the law may also shape behavior by providing authoritative
labeling rituals-trials, hearings, swearings-in-through which particular
social actors get assigned to particular social roles. Criminal trial, for
example, makes one a "convict"; civil commitment proceedings make one
an "insane person"; the bar examination makes one a "lawyer," and so
on. What is more, such widely-recognized labels have been shown to
produce significant behavioral effects, evoking both internal identities and
external expectations that channel the labeled actor into conduct that

43. KARL E. WEICK, SENSEMAKING IN ORGANIZATIONS (1995).
44. JEAN BAUDRILLARD, SIMULACRA AND SIMULATION (Shelia Faria Glaser

trans., 1994).
45. See, e.g., Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976).

46. See, e.g., Manic v. Matson Oldsmobile-Cadillac Co., 139 N .W.2d 776 (Mich.

Ct. App. 1966), affd, 148 N.W.2d 779 (Mich. 1967).
47. See, e.g., Andrews v. City of Philadelphia, 895 F.2d 1469 (3d Cir. 1990).

48. See, e.g., In re Baby M, 537 A.2d 1227 (N.J. 1988).
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reconfirms the validity of the label.49 In this view, recidivism is a
product of the label "criminal," just as much as judiciousness is a product
of the label "judge." In short, legal labels produce behavior that
confirms the law's cognitive categories, even when that behavior does not
comply with the law's prescriptive dictates.

Finally, and most profoundly, the law often provides a system of
taken-for-granted social groundrules that operate to constitute and reify
the basic assumptions of the social order. For example, constitutional law
constitutes the polity-distinguishing a republic from a monarchy and a
federal system from a unitary one. Other bodies of law (property law,
contract law, corporations law, family law) play equally significant roles
in establishing taken-for-granted groundrules for other areas of social life.
Rather than being widely questioned, opposed or evaded, such constitutive
laws tacitly frame people's understandings of the fundamental nature of
the social order, ultimately coming to be seen as "factual" descriptions of
an objective extra-legal reality.' ° Once again, the sociological literature
generally depicts these "naturalizing"5' effects as being contingent upon
the legitimacy of the legal system; however, the posited legitimation
mechanisms are cognitive rather than normative. Whereas moral
decision-making models emphasize the impact of believing that the law is
"just," cognitive decision-making models emphasize the impact of
believing that the law "just is."

III. MUDDYING THE WATERS

Although the preceding pages depict the landscape of decision-
making (or at least the landscape of decision-making theories) as being
transected by relatively bright lines, honesty demands the addition of a
few dollops of gray. In particular, this section explores three nuances to
the foregoing analysis: (a) compliance is by no means the only law-related
topic to which one could apply multiple accounts of decision-making; (b)
even with regard to compliance, empirical evidence does not exclusively
favor any single decision-making model over all others; and (c)
conceptually, the bright-line trichotomy of decision-making models cannot
preclude either detente or imperialism by any of its constituent camps.

49. See, e.g., THOMAS J. SCHEFF, BEING MENTALLY ILL (1966); THE LABELLING
OF DEVIANCE: EVALUATING A PERSPECTIVE (Walter R. Gove ed., 1975).

50. Frank Dobbin, The Origins of Ec-onomic Principles: Railway Entrepreneurs
and Public Policy in 19th-Century America, in THE INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRUCTION OF
ORGANIZATIONS, supra note 4, at 3 (arguing that throughout the nineteenth century,
popular conceptions of the "natural" economic character of the railroad industry changed
in response to the prevailing legal/regulatory regime, not vice versa).

51. MARY DOUGLAS, How INSTITUTIONS THINK (1986).
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A. Beyond Compliance

Given that the instrumental, normative and cognitive models purport
to describe decision-making in general, the application of these models to
the question of legal compliance in no way precludes their application to
other sociolegal topics as well. One could, for example, easily invoke the
foregoing typology to examine the debate over societal responses to
crime. Arguments for general and specific deterrence clearly rest on
instrumental assumptions, whereas arguments for rehabilitation and
retribution rely on more normative mechanisms. 2  Cognitive
perspectives, although underrepresented in this debate, might
provocatively argue that criminal justice policy has less to do with
deploying technologies of social control in order to reduce crime than
with deploying symbols of difference (ritual boundaries and self-
confirming labels) in order to make sense of crime. While none of these
positions is new to the criminal justice literature, the interrelationship
among them might be usefully illuminated by examining the different
decision-making imageries from which they emerge.

Similarly, competing decision-making imageries underlie discussions
about popular support for the legal system. To rational choice theorists,
legal legitimacy rests on the system's efficient provision of pragmatic
benefits, both for individual parties and for society as a whole. In this
view, people support the prevailing legal regime when the net present
value of the status quo is greater than the net present value of the
alternatives. Normative theorists, in contrast, see legal legitimacy as
resting primarily on distributive and procedural justice-that is, on the
popular perception that the law's substantive principles are morally just,
and that the legal system's institutional practices are morally fair.
Cognitive perspectives, for their part, are once again underrepresented in
the literature, but provocative in their implications. Cognitive models of
support for the legal system would emphasize the extent to which legal
rules come to be taken-for-granted as accurate accounts of the way the
world works-and therefore, come to define the criteria of their own
success. Often, cognitivists would argue, both rationalist and normativist
causal arguments should be reversed: legal rules do not enjoy support
because they accord with fundamental economic and/or moral principles;
rather legal rules (whether substantive or procedural) enjoy support
because they reconstruct economic and moral principles in their own

52. Beyond deterrence, rehabilitation, and retribution, criminal justice policy can
also rest on a logic of incapacitation. Significantly, however, incapacitation differs from
the other three conventional rationales, in that it relies on few, if any, assumptions about
human decision-making. Psychologically agnostic, the incapacitative orientation implicitly
argues that deviance is best addressed through mechanical, not behavioral, means.
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image. 3 Again, few of these claims are entirely new to the scholarly
literature, especially not the broader sociological literature on
legitimacy.' However, by linking arguments about support for law to
specific models of decision-making, one can more clearly discern the
resonances between this research area and others-including both legal
compliance and criminal justice.

B. Dithering Data

While decision-making theory clearly enjoys broad relevance to the
social-scientific study of law, the research literature discourages grandiose
expectations that an empirical focus on decision-making will immediately
vindicate or discredit any particular position in most sociolegal debates.
Of the topics discussed above, legal compliance is probably the most
heavily researched; yet even here, the empirical literature proclaims no
clear winner. While each perspective on compliance enjoys substantial
empirical support, none enjoys unequivocal confirmation.

Ample evidence supports the basic rational choice account of
deterrence: sanction threats do, indeed, appear to reduce the incidence of
certain proscribed activities.55 However, the literature also suggests
that: (a) not all crimes or all criminals are equally well-described by the
deterrence model;' (b) even when the basic deterrence premise appears
to hold, certainty and severity of punishment are not weighted quite in the
way that probability theory would predict;57 and (c) there is both a
substantial residue of compliance that remains in the absence of sanctions,
and a substantial residue of criminal activity that remains when sanctions
pass the point of diminishing returns.5"

The normativist literature offers a similar pattern of partial
confirmation coupled with troubling gaps. Researchers have reported
solid empirical evidence of direct, indirect and mediating moral
effects-including some stunning results, such as Stanley Milgram's

53. Dobbin, supra note 50.
54. See, e.g., Mark C. Suchman, Managing Legitinacy. Strategic and

Institutional Approaches, 20 ACAD. MGMT. REV. 571 (1995).
55. Gibbs, supra note 21; Tittle & Rowe, supra note 23.
56. Dane Archer et al., Homicide and the Death Penalty: A Cross-National Test

of a Deterrence Hypothesis, 74 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 991 (1983); William J.
Chambliss, Types of Deviance and the Effectiveness of Legal Sanctions, 1967 WIs. L.
REV. 703.

57. George A. Antunes & A. Lee Hunt, The Impact of Certainty and Severity of
Punishment on Levels of Crime in American States: An Extended Analysis, 64 J. CRIM. L.
& CRIMINOLOGY 486 (1973).

58. LAWRENCE M. FRIEDMAN, THE LEGAL SYSTEM: A SOCIAL SCIENCE

PERSPECTIVE (1975).
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findings on obedience to authority." At the same time, however, data
also suggest that some people are largely immune to conventional moral
suasion,' and that many people are remarkably adept at crafting moral
rationalizations when the material incentives for deviance become large
enough .61

Finally, cognitivist researchers have found substantial empirical
evidence that legal events shape how people make sense of the world;62

that legal labeling processes affect people's identities and behaviors;'
and that initially-contested legal rules can very quickly evolve into
"obvious" components of "the way the world works."' However,
because so much of the cognitivist model involves subconscious causal
mechanisms, empirical tests of this perspective often feel a bit
circumstantial-more persuasive to the faithful than to skeptics.
Certainly, this tradition is no closer to unequivocal empirical vindication
than are the other two.

C. Synthetic Imperialism

The absence of a definitive empirical test of the three decision-
making models partly reflects the fact that each stems from a distinct
metatheoretical paradigm-and that, consequently, disagreements among
them may be questions of taste and perspective, as much as of fact and
evidence.' Indeed, readers who favor a particular decision-making
model may already have constructed an elaborate (and perhaps persuasive)
explanation of how their preferred view can subsume the two alternatives
and accommodate the relevant "contradictory" evidence. It is important
to note, however, that no single perspective enjoys a unique claim on
such imperialism. Each of the three accounts can, with a bit of
stretching, swallow the other two.

The imperialistic moves of rational choice theory are, perhaps, the
most obvious and the most familiar. Moral sentiments, one might argue,
can simply be assimilated into people's utility functions, alongside more

59. MILGRAM, supra note 29; TYLER, supra note 3; Berkowitz & Walker, supra
note 36.

60. Tittle & Rowe, supra note 23.
61. Mark C. Suchman, Working Without a Net: The Sociology of Legal Ethics

in Corporate Litigation (1997) (unpublished paper to be presented to the annual meeting
of the American Sociological Association in Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

62. See, e.g., Michael W. McCann, Reform Litigation on Trial, 17 LAW & SoC.
INQUIRY 715 (1993).

63. THE LABELLING OF DEVIANCE, supra note 49.
64. Dobbin, supra note 50.
65. THOMAS S. KUHN, THE STRUCTURE OF SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTIONS (2d ed.

1970).
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conventionally self-serving motives. Thus, we make rational decisions
based not only on material costs and benefits, but also on an assessment
of how particular lines of action will affect our social interactions with
others and our psychological interactions with ourselves. For example,
one recent study conceptualized both social "embarrassment" and psychic
"shame" as deterrent sanctions and compared the impact of these factors
with the impact of conventional legal penalties-finding that both shame
and material sanctions (but not embarrassment) affected subjects'
intentions, and that the shame effect was generally the larger of the
two.'

Cognitive dynamics might also be incorporated into the rational
model, in any of three ways. First, one might argue that a great deal of
apparently scripted behavior actually rests on a rational assessment of the
material costs of violating others' expectations. Americans order
hamburgers in English and pay for them in dollars not because other
modes of transaction are "unthinkable," but because ordering in Swahili
and paying in Wampum will not produce the desired results. Second, one
might argue that many individuals possess a "taste for cognitive
consistency," leading them to weigh the extrinsic benefits of frame-
breaking against the intrinsic stress of disrupting prevailing definitions.
Third, one might argue that the taken-for-grantedness of behavioral
routines simply reflects a rational effort to economize on information
costs by replacing exhaustive decision trees with efficient rules-of-thumb.

None of these imperialistic strategies are perfect, however.
Normativists might point out that moral sentiments often run counter to
conventional self-interest, and hence that adding moral preferences to the
basic rational model represents an ad hoc solution at best, and a case of
circular reasoning at worst.67 While rational choice theorists might
counter by using game theory to demonstrate the instrumental value of
"irrational" commitments," such responses shift the level of analysis
from the individual to the population, in a way that demands a wholesale
rethinking of conventional rational choice predictions.

Similarly, cognitivists might point out that to hypothesize a "taste for
consistency" would severely restrict the scope of fully-rational action, and
that treating cognitive scripts as efficient rules-of-thumb would beg the
question of how decision-makers determine which rules of thumb to use
in the first place. Again, partisans of the instrumental decision-making
model might counter by adducing system-level processes, such as the

66. Grasmick & Bursik, supra note 3.
67. The tautology goes something like this: "People act to maximize utility, so

we can tell what maximizes people's utility by looking at how they act."
68. ROBERT H. FRANK, PASSIONS WITHIN REASON: THE STRATEGIC ROLE OF

THE EMOTIONS (1988).
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competitive "evolution" of efficient routines;' however, these responses
again shift the analysis up to the population level, and thereby undercut
predictions based on the choices of individually rational actors.

Not only do rational-choice imperialists face solid logical and
empirical defenses against their various sorties, but also their model is not
the only one with imperial potential. Normative approaches can
incorporate apparently rational action by noting that "rationality" enjoys
a strongly positive moral valence within the modern western cultural
regime. Indeed, at least since the days of Adam Smith and Benjamin
Franklin, bourgeois ideology has extolled the calculated pursuit of self-
interest as an affirmative ethical duty, both to one's self-development and
to the development of a smoothly-functioning social order.' * Perhaps we
remorselessly scheme to get ahead not because we are antisocial, but
because society has imbued us with values of achievement and has
assigned us to roles demanding self-interested behavior;7' in a different
culture, we might worship at a very different altar.'

Similarly, normativists might seek to subsume cognitive accounts by
emphasizing the extent t o which constitutive cultural frames (and the
behaviors that support them) are not merely taken for granted but possess
genuine moral force. History provides ample evidence of the
incomprehensible acquiring other-worldly overtones, with deep order
implying the intervention of ultimate good and deep disorder implying the
intervention of ultimate evil. Even in contemporary society, liminality
(the process of crossing cognitive boundaries) rarely involves merely
dropping one label and assuming another. Rather, it represents a period
of moral peril, both for the individual and for his or her social

69. See, .e.g., RICHARD R. NELSON & SIDNEY G. WINTER, AN EVOLUTIONARY

THEORY OF ECONOMIC CHANGE (1982).
70. MAX WEBER, THE PROTESTANT ETHIC AND THE SPIRIT OF CAPITALISM

(Talcott Parsons trans., 2d ed. 1976).
71. Robert K. Merton, Social Structure and Anomie, 3 AM. SOC. REV. 672

(1938).
72. The same could be said for the moralization of purportedly "rational"

decision-making procedures. As March puts it:
The decision process is a ritual by which we recognize saints, socialize the
young, reassure the old, recite scripture, and come to understand the nature
of our existence.

. . . [B]y most reasonable measures the symbolic consequences of
organizational decision processes are at least as important as the substantive
consequences. In many respects decision results are minor embellishments of
a life of symbols rather than the other way around.

March, supra note 1, at 232-33.
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surroundings.' Thus, to the extent that the preservation of socially-
constructed meanings becomes a normatively valued collective enterprise,
cognitive scripts and schemata may enter into decision-making primarily
as sacred moral rituals.

Once again, however, this synthesis may involve extending the
underlying decision-making model well beyond its optimal scope.
Rational choice theory could rightfully note that material temptation often
leads people down paths that they would have considered immoral
beforehand. To say that such transgressions merely reflect subservience
to a higher moral value of self-interest seems somewhat disingenuous.
Even if the actors themselves enunciate elaborate normative justifications,
these justifications may be post-hoc rationalizations for behaviors
motivated simply by greed. The cognitive camp, for its part, could
rightfully object to the claim that social assumptions only shape behavior
when those assumptions become morally valued. After all, as Ronald
Jepperson has noted, "[cognitive] taken-for-grantedness is distinct from
[normative] evaluation: one may subject a pattern to positive, negative or
no evaluation, and in each case (differently) take it for granted."74

Thus, for example, cognitivists might point out that even morally-negative
labels (e.g., "criminal") can exert self-confirming effects, and in order to
subsume this phenomenon under the moral decision-making model, one
must fall back on the somewhat awkward assertion that it is morally
preferable to a good bad-guy than to be a bad good-guy.

Finally, cognitivists, for their part, can make similar encroachments
on much of the intellectual territory ostensibly held by instrumental and
normative models. Regarding apparently instrumental behavior, cognitive
models might make either of two claims. First, one could argue that a
great deal of the activity that we ordinarily label "rational" is, in fact,
merely ceremonial:

We observe that individuals will fight for the right to participate
in decision making, then not exercise that right with any vigor.

73. The Academy-Award winning horror film, Silence of the Lambs, provides a
striking example of the power of liminality as a moral trope: an FBI investigator (during
a transitional apprenticeship between training and work) confronts a
psychiatrist/psychopath, gourmet/cannibal in an effort to gain insight into a
transvestite/transsexual murderer, who wears the skins of his victims and who leaves
behind a pupal moth as a calling card. Symbolically, if not explicitly, the film warns that
those who transgress cognitive boundaries cast themselves into a perilous world of amoral
depravity. Or Victor Turner, Betwixt and Between: The Liminal Period in Rites de
Passage, in READER IN COMPARATIVE RELIGION: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACH 234

(William A. Lessa & Evon Z. Vogt eds., 4th ed. 1979).
74. Ronald Jepperson, institutions, Institutional Effects and Institutionalism, in

THE NEw INSTITUTIONALISM IN ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS, supra note 3, at 143, 147.
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We observe that organizations ignore information they have, ask
for more information, then ignore the new information when it
is available. . . .We observe that organizational paiticipants
will contend vigorously and acrimoniously over adoption of a
policy, but once the policy is adopted, the same contenders will
appear to be largely indifferent to its implementation, or lack of
it.

71

Participation, information gathering, and acrimonious contention are all
parts of our taken-for-granted cultural script for decision-making-just as
was trial by combat and the casting of lots, in days gone by. Thus,
decision-making may appear rational merely because it follows the
socially-constructed model of rational decision-making, independent of
whether it actually involves any instrumental concern for optimizing
substantive outcomes.

Second, cognitivists could argue that true rational action represents,
at most, a small perturbation within a profoundly constraining cognitive
frame. Reified social constructs define which social entities can function
as autonomous actors, what their fundamental interests and capacities will
be, how they will understand the nature of their environment, what
information they will consider relevant to any given decision, and what
lines of action they will see as meaningful possibilities. Within this
frame, actors may pursue their assigned interests "rationally"; however,
to describe the resulting decisions as being instrumentally-driven would
be akin to describing a goldfish in a plastic bag on a trans-Atlantic plane
flight as "swimming" from London to Chicago.

In a parallel fashion, cognitivists could incorporate normative
decisions by emphasizing the extent to which moralism is merely a
scripted performance, and by highlighting the intensely constraining
constitutive frames within which people judge right and wrong. With the
exception of a few acts of genuine moral creativity, most superficially
normative decision-making may actually reflect the enactment of mundane
behavioral routines or the tracing of unquestioned cognitive assumptions.
Even with regard to the Holocaust-arguably the single greatest moral
cataclysm of the century-one of the most striking findings of social
science research has been the banality of both good and evil.
Executioners and rescuers alike have reported that they did what they did
because it never occurred to them that they might do otherwise.76

75. March, supra note 1, at 232-33.
76. HANNAH ARENDT, EICHMANN IN JERUSALEM: A REPORT ON THE BANALITY

OF EvIL (1963); NECHAMA TEC, WHEN LIGHT PIERCED THE DARKNESS: CHRISTIANS'
RESCUE OF JEWS IN NAZI-OCCUPIED POLAND (1986).
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Needless to say, cognitivist imperialism is no less controversial than
the parallel efforts of instrumentalists and normativists. From the
perspective of both- rational and moral models, to see apparently well-
reasoned decisions as merely being scripted performances requires a
willful denial of participants' lived experiences. What is more, there is
a troubling unparsimoniousness to insisting that decision-makers are acting
ceremonially when they seem to be acting rationally or morally. In
modeling decision-making, if it looks like a conscious choice (whether
rational or moral), and it acts like a conscious choice, one may as well
assume that it is a conscious choice. Further, rational choice theorists
might emphasize the extent to which actors can instrumentally circumvent
and manipulate cognitive frames, 7 while normative theorists might stress
the ability and willingness of charismatic moral entrepreneurs to break
through even highly reified social orders.78 Cognitivist models begin to
fray when one stretches them beyond sense-making and rule-following to
cover deviance, dissensus and deconstruction.

In short, although the threefold typology of decision-making
illuminates a wide range of sociolegal issues, it is more useful as map of
affinities between apparently disparate topics than as a framework for
empirically resolving longstanding disputes. Indeed, the flexibility and
generality that make these models relevant to so many research areas also
make them resilient to empirical evidence and imperialistic in their
ambitions. Nonetheless, although each model can plausibly reach beyond
its core domain, all show signs of stress as the span of explanation
widens. Certainly, the existing literature contains neither the empirical
evidence nor the logical argumentation that would allow any single theory
to claim universal dominion.

IV. CONCLUSION

Many of the most persistent debates in the social scientific study of
law originate in divergent conceptions of the fundamental character of
human decisions. Thus, if one hopes to foster dialogue among the
various traditions in sociolegal studies, one must recognize that the
scholarly literature contains at least three distinct orientations. The
instrumental (or consequential or rational choice) approach assumes that
decision-makers attempt to pursue their material self-interests, and that
their responses to law reflect informed assessments of the incentives and
penalties associated with following or breaking legal rules. The

77. Christine Oliver, Strategic Responses to Institutional Processes, 16 ACAD.
MomT. REV. 145 (1991).

78. MAX WEBER, THE SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION (Ephraim Fischofftrans., 1963).
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normative (or moral) perspective, in contrast, holds that decision-makers
attempt to act in ways that they believe to be morally proper, even when
doing so runs counter to their material self-interests. In this view,
responses to law depend heavily on the internalization of legal norms and
the legitimation of legal institutions. Finally, the cognitive (or
constitutive or definitional) account posits that decision-makers attempt to
play out taken-for-granted social scripts, often without consciously
exploring alternative possibilities at all. Here, law affects behavior by
defining, constituting and constructing a social reality in which
disobedience becomes socially meaningless-hard to imagine, harder to
communicate, and harder still to enact.

Since each of these views enjoys significant empirical and conceptual
support, it is currently impossible to say that one camp is unequivocally
right and the others unequivocally wrong. Indeed, rather than pursuing
this illusive grail, we might be better advised simply to recognize that
people can respond to law in multiple ways, and that many conclusions
that seem "obvious" under one decision-making model will seem
obviously wrong under another. Armed with this mindset, we can more
flexibly confront our own metatheoretical biases, as well as the
metatheoretical biases of others.

Moreover, from a policy perspective, society may be better served
by metatheoretical pluralism than by either imperialism or unification.
Arguably, although various decision-making dynamics can conflict with
one another at their extremes, real-world social systems function most
smoothly when all three work in alignment. If so, then there may be
significant risks to cultivating intellectual habits that encourage
policymakers to over-develop one set of mechanisms at the expense of the
other two. Conversely, there may be significant benefits to adopting a
stance of balanced eclecticism, in which each dynamic enjoys enough
support to flourish and yet enough restraint to coexist. Perhaps the time
has come to set aside our dreams of intellectual empire in favor of a more
modest multilateral ism.
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